OFF-GRID LIVING WITH RED EARTH ENERGY STORAGE
AND COLA SOLAR POWER SOLUTIONS

Becoming energy independent is an exciting
and rewarding process. There are numerous
benefits and motivating factors to becoming
grid independent, including economic,
environmental and security reasons.

Energy Independence is Economic
With the variability and rise in energy prices
and unreliability of grid-connected power,
many are motivated to generate their own
power to avoid rising bill amounts and
potential days without power due to blackouts.
Often connecting to the energy grid from a
remote property can be more expensive than
installing a large independent energy system.
In this case, not only is it more affordable in the
short term to install an off-grid system, in the
long term it provides greater autonomy over
electricity expenses for the off-grid system
owner.

Being Grid Independent Grants you Security
and Autonomy
In the case of a natural disaster or extended
power outage, having a fully grid independent
solar energy solution puts you in a great
position to keep your power running
regardless of statewide grid conditions.
The satisfaction of not having to rely on energy
retailers along with the level of autonomy from
using your own home generated power are
amongst some of the many benefits of going
off-grid.

Why choose Cola Solar?
Cola Solar are a two-generation, family-owned,
and operated business. With over ten years of
experience in the solar PV space, we have
grown to become one of the industry’s most
trusted names; and it is not hard to see why.

Designing and building an off-grid system can
Switching to Off-Grid helps the Environment be time consuming, that's why we have
partnered with Red Earth Energy to develop
Generating energy from a renewable energy
some standard turn-key solutions that take
source such as solar panels, along with being
some of the challenges and guess work out of
completely independent from power
the off-grid design.
generated from brown or dirty energy sources
are enormous benefits to making the off-grid
With 4 engineers and two CEC off-grid qualified
transition.
installers, we are here to help you design your
bespoke off-grid solution.

BlackMax Solar Systems are designed for modest energy consumers, with limited electrical
appliances such as a tiny home, weekender or petite off-grid dwelling.
Whether you live in a rural location without grid power access, or simply want a
more sustainable lifestyle, your BlackMax Solar Power System provides the perfect
solution.

Solar Power kW - 2.59
AC Power kW - 5
Storage kWh - 4.1
Installed inc. GST - $14,964.17

Solar Power kW - 3.7
AC Power kW - 5
Storage kWh - 8.2
Installed inc. GST - $20,467.67

Solar Power kW - 4.1
AC Power kW - 5
Storage kWh - 12.3
Installed inc. GST - $26,147.33

Designed for country homes and small enterprises, HoneyBadger solutions
suit customers who require up to 10kWs of power and use up to 40kWh a
day of electricity.
Highly versatile, weatherproof and scalable systems including the HoneyBadger range are
perfectly suited to situations where space is not an issue but dependability is, for example
in supporting farmsteads, rural businesses or large residential lots.

Solar Power kW - 5.55
AC Power kW - 5
Storage kWh - 12.3
Installed inc. GST - $32,164.00

Solar Power kW - 9.25
AC Power kW - 10
Storage kWh - 20.5
Installed inc. GST - $51,735.33

Solar Power kW - 11.1
AC Power kW - 10
Storage kWh - 32.8
Installed inc. GST - $68,569.67

RedEarth’s DropBear is a proven standalone battery solution that manages multiple power
sources loads and batteries to optimise power generation, storage and use in on and off-grid
situations.
It can be monitored by you and optionally by RedEarth to ensure continuous operation. It uses
the highest quality components that are easily serviced anywhere in Australia.

Solar Power kW - 16.28
AC Power kW - 15
Storage kWh - 49.2
Installed inc. GST - $103,012.33

Accessories available for purchase in conjunction
with ALL Cola Solar and Red Earth off-grid packages.
Ground Mount Kit
7kVa Diesel Auto-Start Generator

